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a b s t r a c t 

Thermal radiation from an unpatterned object is similar to that of a gray body. The thermal emission is 

insensitive to polarization, shows only Lambertian angular dependence, and is well modeled as the prod- 

uct of the blackbody distribution and a scalar emissivity over large frequency bands. Here, we design, 

fabricate and experimentally characterize the spectral, polarization, angular and temperature dependence 

of a microstructured SiC dual band thermal infrared source; achieving independent control of the fre- 

quency and polarization of thermal radiation in two spectral bands. The measured emission of the device 

in the Reststrahlen band (10.3–12.7 μm) selectively approaches that of a blackbody, peaking at an emis- 

sivity of 0.85 at λx = 11 . 75 μm and 0.81 at λy = 12 . 25 μm. This effect arises due to the thermally excited 

phonon polaritons in silicon carbide. The control of thermal emission properties exhibited by the design 

is well suited for applications requiring infrared sources, gas or temperature sensors and nanoscale heat 

transfer. Our work paves the way for future silicon carbide based thermal metasurfaces. 

© 2018 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved. 
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. Introduction 

Thermally excited light is traditionally thought of as being inco-

erent, unpolarized and spectrally broad. These notions have been

hallenged in the past decade to overcome incoherent properties

f thermal radiation sources. Many different approaches have been

sed to engineer the spectrum [1–3] , coherence [4,5] , polarization

4,6] and directionality properties [4,5,7] of thermally emitted ra-

iation. Proper design of ruled gratings in metals [7–9] or polar di-

lectrics [5] have been successfully employed to couple thermally

xcited surface waves into far-field thermal radiation. A selection

f studies have also built on this concept to generate beamed ther-

al emission from 2D gratings [4,6,10,11] . Another popular design

or controlled thermal emission is the use of photonic crystals pat-

erned in to metals or polar dielectrics [12] . 

The control of a material’s epsilon-near-zero (ENZ) and op-

ical topological transition characteristics has also proven to be

 promising route for thermal emission engineering [2,3,13,14] .

lasma frequency tunable materials such as aluminum zinc ox-

de (AZO) or gallium zinc oxide (GZO) can provide a platform

or implementation of this idea [3,13] . Intriguingly, a single thin
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ayer of epsilon-near-zero material can function as a spectrally se-

ective thermal emitter without the need for any nanostructur-

ng. Multilayer thermal metamaterial designs have also experimen-

ally demonstrated that thermal radiation can be controlled by en-

ineering the optical topological transition [2] . Such advances in

hermal radiation control can impact a variety of commercial ap-

lications such as coherent infrared sources [4,5,15,16] , thermopho-

ovoltaics [9,11,13,17,18] , radiative cooling [19,20] , temperature sen-

ors, gas sensors [21] , nanoscale heat transfer [22–25] and general

hermal management. 

Designs that exhibit dual band emission are also of interest and

everal studies towards this type of emission pattern have been

ublished [1,10] . By designing emitters to have multi-band emis-

ion, we can increase functionality of the device for certain ap-

lications (e.g. sensing) by dedicating each emission band to per-

orm a specific function. Despite the potential benefits of dual

and emitters, all current designs have been limited to metallic

tructures and few have been experimentally demonstrated [1,10] .

urthermore, these demonstrations do not simultaneously control

ll emitter properties (spectrum, polarization, directionality, coher-

nce) necessary for multiplexing of thermal signals. 

In this article, we design, fabricate and experimentally demon-

trate a 2D bi-periodic SiC grating infrared source with orthog-

nally polarized, angularly coherent, dual band thermal emission

https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jqsrt.2018.05.010
http://www.ScienceDirect.com
http://www.elsevier.com/locate/jqsrt
http://crossmark.crossref.org/dialog/?doi=10.1016/j.jqsrt.2018.05.010&domain=pdf
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Fig. 1. a) Schematic of sample with axes, grating periods and emission angles de- 

fined. b) Real (solid red) and imaginary (dashed red) dielectric functions are plotted 

with the Reststrahlen band shaded. The blue curve shows measured emissivity at 

normal angle of emission of a bare SiC wafer. A low emissivity spectrum within the 

Reststrahlen band suggests high reflectivity, supporting the approximation E ( λ) = 

A ( λ) = 1 − R (λ) . (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, 

the reader is referred to the web version of this article.) 
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in the mid-IR regime. We present a comprehensive experimental

study of the thermal properties of this device by characterizing the

spectral, polarization, angular, and temperature dependence of its

thermal emission. The polarized emissivity spectrum is measured

as both a function of temperature and emission angle within the

Reststrahlen band of semi-insulating 6H-SiC (10.3–12.7 μm). Two

emission bands, termed λx and λy , are observed at normal inci-

dence. This effect fundamentally arises due to thermally excited

phonon polaritons in silicon carbide. The peak emissivity achieved

for λx and λy are 0.85 and 0.81 respectively. The main emission

peaks of each band shows an angular dependence, red shifting at

higher emittance angles. A red shift of the emission peaks is also

observed with increasing temperatures. The peak of the λx band

shifts by 70 nm over a 255 K temperature change, while the peak

of the λy band shifts by 60 nm over a temperature change of 259 K.

Using a temperature dependent Drude model of SiC [26] in rigor-

ous coupled wave analysis (RCWA) numerical simulations, strong

agreement with our measurements is observed. 

2. Design, fabrication and characterization of structure 

2.1. Surface phonon polaritons in polar dielectrics 

Polar dielectric materials possess a spectral region known as the

Reststrahlen band where a negative Re ( ε) (where ε is the mate-

rial permittivity) leads to metal-like behavior with high reflectiv-

ity. This region exists between the transverse ( TO ) and longitudi-

nal optical ( LO ) phonons where polar lattice vibrations (phonon-

polaritons) act to effectively screen electromagnetic waves, lead-

ing to high reflectivity analogous to a metal. Within the Rest-

strahlen band, coupled photonic-phononic surface waves, called

surface phonon polaritons (SPhP), are supported, due to the inter-

face between negative Re ( ε) and positive Re ( ε) materials [27] . By

attaching a piece of this material to a thermal bath (in our case a

substrate heater), we can thermally populate these surface waves.

Since the SPhP has a well defined dispersion relation, this pro-

vides a unique opportunity to engineer thermal emission in the

Reststrahlen region in to well defined angular direction and spec-

tral bands. SiC is one such polar dielectric that has been a popular

choice for engineering thermal emission due to its high thermal

stability (up to 30 0 0 K) and its ability to support SPhP waves. 

2.2. Design of bi-periodic grating 

Previous works have shown that the SPhP of SiC can be ther-

mally excited and efficiently coupled to free space using 1D and

2D gratings [4,5] . Here, we have designed and fabricated a bi-

periodic grating to couple the thermally excited SPhP of SiC in to

two bands of far-field propagating waves. The center wavelength

of each emission peak can be independently tuned by modifying

the x or y directions grating period as defined in Fig. 1 a). The

structure is engineered such that each grating period ( �x and �y )

will efficiently couple the SPhP in to a single band of emission

( λx = 11 . 75 μm and λy = 12 . 25 μm) that propagates with a k -

vector normal to the surface ( θ = 0 as defined in Fig. 1 a)). Because

surface waves are by nature p -polarized, the two engineered emis-

sion bands are orthogonally polarized in the far-field, providing an

additional degree of discrimination. 

Fig. 1 b) shows the real and imaginary permittivity of SiC, calcu-

lated using a Lorentz model [4] with the Reststrahlen band high-

lighted by the shaded region. On top of this we have plotted the

measured emissivity of a bare SiC wafer at 10 0 0 K (0.3 mm thick).

Within the Reststrahlen band, low emissivity is indeed observed.

This result supports Kirchoff’s law as one would expect to see a

high reflectivity here. 
To calculate the emissivity spectrum in Fig. 1 b) (as well as

missivity spectra in later figures), the following approach was

sed from reference [28] : 

(λ) = 

[ 
S s (λ, T s ) − S R (λ, T R ) 

S B (λ, T B ) − S R (λ, T R ) 

] [ 
P (λ, T B ) − P (λ, T R ) 

P (λ, T s ) − P (λ, T R ) 

] 
(1)

here S s is the sample spectrum, T s is the temperature of the

ample, S B is the spectrum of the blackbody calibration source, T B 
s the temperature of the blackbody calibration source, S R is the

ackground spectrum at room temperature, T R is room tempera-

ure and P ( λ, T ) is Planck’s law at temperature T . 

.3. Kirchoffs law and reflectivity/emissivity calculation 

According to Kirchoff’s law of thermal radiation, a body that is

n thermal equilibrium with its environment must have E(λ, θ ) =
 (λ, θ ) where E ( λ, θ ) is the emissivity spectrum and A ( λ, θ ) is

he absorptivity spectrum of the material. It follows that if we are

onsidering a material that is optically thick (transmission = 0) we

an calculate the emissivity of a material as E(λ, θ ) = 1 − R (λ, θ ) ,

here R ( λ, θ ) is the reflectivity spectrum. For typical polar mate-

ials, such as SiC, this condition is met for thicknesses greater than

bout 100 μm [29] . 

The permittivity function of a polar dielectric material is

ommonly modeled as a Lorentz oscillator [5] . However, it is

nown that at elevated temperatures the dielectric function of SiC

hanges. Here, we take in to account the changes in this mate-

ial property at elevated temperatures by using a modified Drude
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Fig. 2. a) Lift off process flow used to pattern bi-periodic grating in SiC. b) SEM 

image of final patterned structure with �x and �y periods labeled. 
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odel described by Hervé et al. [26] . 

(ω) = ε ∞ 

[
1 − �2 

p 

ω(ω + iγp ) 

]

+ 

S�2 

�2 − ω 

2 − 2�
∑ n 

j=1 [	 j (ω) + i 
 j (ω)] 
(2) 

This model consists of two pieces: a high frequency contribu-

ion, ε∞ 

multiplied by a Drude term, with �p acting as the plasma

avenumber, and γ p the Drude damping factor; and a phonon

erm [30] with S denoting the oscillator strength, � the wavenum-

er of the bare resonance frequency and 

∑ 

[	 + i 
] the self en-

rgy contribution. For simulations presented in this study, we have

aken constants from ref. [26] at 996 K to compute the permittivity

ear our typical operating temperature. 

The two grating periods are designed such that the SPhP is

oupled in to two directional emission bands almost normal to

he surface. The two emission bands center wavelength of λx =
1 . 75 μm and λy = 12 . 25 μm are chosen so that they lie in the

iddle of the Reststrahlen band. We use RCWA simulations with

he above dispersion relation to simulate the reflectivity of our

esign and determine the grating periods of �x = 9 . 6 μm and

y = 11 . 5 μm that are required to achieve the designed emission

attern. Furthermore, the dimensions W x , W y , L x and L y (as labeled

n Fig. 1 a)) of the cross structure within the bi-periodic grating are

ptimized for efficient coupling of SPhP to achieve the maximum

ossible peak emissivities. 

.4. Fabrication and characterization 

V-doped semi-insulating 6H-SiC wafers were purchased from

iamen Powerway Advanced Material. Fig. 2 a) shows a conven-

ional lift off process flow used to fabricate the nickel mask for

evice fabrication. First, a 400 nm thick layer of PMMA A4 resist

s spun on the SiC wafer and pre-baked at 180 °C for 90 s. Then,

he resist layer is patterned by an electron-beam lithography (EBL)

ystem and developed in a MIBK:IPA (1:3) solution for 1 min. Next,

 100 nm thick Ni metal film is deposited on the wafer using elec-

ron beam evaporation and a lift-off process is implemented using

cetone as the solvent. The SiC wafer is then dry etched 700 nm

eep using an SF6-based chemistry, creating a grating in the wafer.

inally, the Ni hard mask layer is removed by Piranha solution and
he final structure is obtained. Fig. 2 b) is an SEM of the final struc-

ure from a normal view. 

. Emissivity measurements 

The emissivity spectrum of our structure is directly measured

hrough thermal emission measurements. The signal is generated

y controlled heating of the device on a substrate heater in vac-

um. Detection is performed using a Thermo Scientific Nicolet is50

ourier transform infrared (FTIR) spectrometer. The measurement

ethods and results are described below. 

.1. Experimental thermal emission measurements and results 

Thermal emission measurements are taken by collecting the

emperature ( T ) and angular ( θ ) dependent emission signal of the

atterned SiC wafer. The emitter is attached to a high temperature

ubstrate heater inside a custom built vacuum chamber and heated

o temperatures from 689 to 963 K under vacuum (10 −7 mbarr).

he emission signal is sent through a ZnSe window to allow for ex

itu analysis and detection. Once the signal exits the chamber, its

ropagation path is confined to a nitrogen purged environment to

educe atmospheric absorption. The experimental set up is shown

n Fig. 3 . 

After exiting the chamber, the signal passes through a slit to

solate the planar emission from one grating period ( �x or �y ) at

 time. The signal is then polarized using a KRS-5 wire grid linear

olarizer. The combination of these two optical elements allows us

o isolate s or p polarized light originating from either grating pe-

iod of the structure. The slit is 22.86 mm long and 3 mm wide.

ith the collimating parabolic lens placed at its focal distance of

01.6 mm (4 ′ ′ ), this corresponds to a collection angle of 12.8 ° and

.7 ° respectively. For these measurements the FTIR spectrometer

ses a KBr beam splitter and a mercury cadmium telluride (MCT)

etector. The combined responsivity of the detection method spans

he range of 1.4–16.7 μm and is shown in Fig. 3 . Measured spectra

s averaged over 32 scans with a data spacing of 0.48 cm 

−1 . 

To accurately determine the temperature of the emitter, we use

he Christiansen wavelength method [29] . The Christiansen wave-

ength is a particular point in polar dielectric materials where

here is a low extinction coefficient and the refractive index is 1.

t this wavelength, there is a low impedance with free space so

he reflectivity tends to 0. If the material is sufficiently thick such

hat the transmission is also 0 (as in this case), then it follows that

bsorptivity tends to 1. One can then justify, using Kirchoff’s law of

hermodynamics, that emissivity tends to 1 and at the Christiansen

avelength the material behaves like a black body. The emission of

he device at this wavelength can be compared to Planck’s law to

ccurately determine the temperature of operation. For SiC this oc-

urs at 10.1 μm [4] . 

Fig. 4 shows the experimentally measured p -polarized emissiv-

ty of the SiC device at 963 K and θ = 0 ◦ and its agreement with

CWA numerical simulations. Indeed we see two emission bands

t λx = 11 . 75 μm and λy = 12 . 25 μm. Of note is a second shoulder

eak present in the emission spectrum of the λy band. This shoul-

er peak results from the first order diffraction of the SPhP travel-

ng in the opposite direction ( −�
 k SPhP ). Fig. 5 a) shows the temper-

ture dependent p -polarized emission spectra resulting from the

x grating period ( φ = 0 ◦). A shift of 70 nm in the peak wave-

ength is observed over a temperature change from 708 to 963 K.

ig. 5 b) shows the temperature dependent p -polarized emission re-

ulting from the �y grating period ( φ = 90 ◦). A shift of 60 nm in

he peak wavelength is observed for a temperature change from

 89 to 94 8 K. This is consistent with previous studies and the tem-

erature dependence of emission from SiC based grating structures

s discussed in detail by Hervé et al. [26] . 
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Fig. 3. Schematic of Experimental set up. Patterned sample is placed on the substrate heater inside the vacuum chamber. Emission signal is collected with a 4 ′ ′ focal length 

parabolic mirror and is directed out of the chamber through a ZnSe window. A nitrogen purged signal transport box couples the signal in to the FTIR with proper alignment 

while housing optical analyzing elements (slits, polarizers etc.). For emissivity measurements from this structure, a MCT detector is typically used for high sensitivity in this 

spectral region. 

Fig. 4. Experimental (dot) vs simulated (line) p -polarized emissivity Spectrum of patterned SiC bi-periodic grating taken at normal angle of emission. The first peak located 

at 11.75 μm is due to �x = 9 . 6 μm while the second emission peak located at 12.25 μm is due to �y = 11 . 5 μm. 
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3.2. Angularly dependent emission spectra 

To further confirm the behavior of our bi-periodic grating de-

sign, angularly resolved numerical simulations are performed and

compared to experiment. The simulated spectrum as a function of

emission angle ( θ ) is presented in Fig. 6 a)–d) where the 4 permu-

tations of polarization ( s or p ) and grating period ( �x or �y ) are

shown separately. We can see that for a normal angle of emission

( θ = 0 ◦) in Fig. 6 a) and b), there exists a high emissivity peak at

11.75 μm and 12.25 μm for p -polarized waves (the polarization for

which this structure was designed to have high efficiency coupling

between SPhP and free space propagating waves). 

Fig. 6 c) and d) shows that there exists a high emissivity peak

for s -polarized waves. While our emitter is not designed to have

such an emission pattern, it can be explained by out of plane scat-

tering of SPhPs. Once a p -polarized surface wave is scattered to

any wavevector that is not in the plane defined by the grating vec-

tor and the surface normal vector, a portion of it will then be s -

polarized. This is common when coupling surface waves to free

space and has been reported in previous studies [4,31] . 
Fig. 6 e)–h) shows the measured angularly resolved emissivity

easurements. Measurements were taken at every 1 ° from 0 °–40 °
ith an angular resolution of 1.7 °. For the two p -polarized cases

ig. 6 e) and f), we see an extremely good agreement between sim-

lation and experiment. The main peak in the p -polarized emission

s observed to shift to longer wavelengths at higher angles of emis-

ion ( θ ). This can be attributed to the fact that the SPhP needs

 larger angle ( θ ) to be properly phase matched with free space

ropagating waves as described by the typical grating law: 

 

 SPhP = 

ω 

c 
sin (θ ) − 2 πm 

�
(3)

here � k SPhP is the SPhP wave vector, m is the diffraction order in-

eger ( m = ±1 , ±2 , . . . ), � is the grating period, ω is the angular

requency and θ is the angle from the surface normal. 

Additionally, there is good agreement between the experimen-

al angular dependence of s -polarized emission and their theoreti-

al simulations as shown in Fig. 6 g) and h). However, unlike the p -

olarized case, the wavelength of this emission peak is not highly

ependent on θ . This is to be expected as the origin of this emis-
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Fig. 5. a) Temperature dependent emission spectrum of the p -polarized λx emis- 

sion band. b) Temperature dependent emission spectrum of the p -polarized λy 

emission band. 
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ion peak lies in the out of plane emission originating from the

rating period orthogonal to the one being measured (grating pe-

iod of φ = 0 when φ = 90 is being measured). For this reason,

here is no θ dependence as described in equation (3) . 

Of note is some disagreement between simulation and experi-

ent for the s -polarized case of �x . This discrepancy can be at-

ributed to the use of a slit for isolation of emission angles. In this

f

ig. 6. a)–d) Simulated angular absorption/emission spectra of p -polarized (a) and b)) an

n the x-z plane ( ϕ = 0 ◦) and figures b) and d) are for emission that is propagating in the 

)–h) Experimental angular emissivity spectra of p -polarized (e) and f)) and s -polarized 

lane ( ϕ = 0 ◦) and figures f) and h) are for emission that is propagating in the y-z plane 
articular case, the length of the slit is aligned along the Y period,

llowing a large angular spread (12.8 °) of emission through the slit.

his allows emission from the λy shoulder peak to be detected as

e can see it present in Fig. 6 g). This is not present in simulations

s they are performed at precise angles and do not account for the

nite window of angles being detected. Furthermore, because the

ain p -polarized λy peak is highly sensitive to small changes at

ow θ angles, this leads to a reduced observed magnitude of the

ain peak (12.25 μm at θ= 0 °) in Fig. 6 g). 

. Conclusion 

We have successfully engineered a dual-band thermal emit-

er within the Reststrahlen region of semi-insulating SiC. The two

pectral peaks are produced by coupling the SPhP in to free space

ropagating waves using a bi-periodic grating structure. We have

ully characterized thermal emission from the device by analyzing

ts polarization, spectrum, angular emission pattern and tempera-

ure dependence. The center wavelength of the orthogonally polar-

zed emission peaks can be independently controlled by adjusting

he two grating periods. We have directly measured the emissivity

pectrum of the device through thermal emission measurements

n vacuum and show that an emissivity of 0.85 is achieved for the

x = 11 . 75 μm band and 0.81 for the λy = 12 . 25 μm band. Our

easurements are compared to RCWA numerical simulations and

how they are in agreement when the temperature dependent ma-

erial permittivity is accounted for. 

While this study reports on a SiC based device to exploit it’s

PhP, the design principles can be easily transferred to metallic

ystems with surface plasmon-polaritons or other materials sup-

orti ng surface waves. 
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